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Since 1960, Fletcher Archery has been devoted 

to creating high quality, precision archery 

equipment, releases, and archery aids for 

target archers and bowhunters. Our legendary 

products are known for their comfortability, 

smoothness, and long-lasting durability.  

Our release aids are manufactured in the  

United States and are machined from aircraft 

quality aluminum. Each release is backed by 

a lifetime warranty. We promise you won’t be 

disappointed in our products.
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Releases

Insider
This loop-only release resets after the shot and features a roller system 
for the ultimate in smooth performance with no trigger travel. The hook is 
specifically designed to release the loop cleanly resulting in a consistent, 
smooth shot every time. Available in two wrist strap styles—buckle strap and 
nylon with hook and loop closure.

AFL122 B 
Buckle

AFL122 V 
Velcro

Adjustable trigger from 
heavy to light pull with 

no trigger travel

Trigger forward design for 
increased draw length

Easily attached to loop
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Releases

Outsider
The Outsider release can be used for either hunting or 
target shooting. This release can help overcome the 
tendency to jerk the trigger and help to overcome target 
panic. Available in two wrist strap styles—buckle strap 
and nylon with hook and loop closure.

AFL121B 
Buckle

AFL121V 
Velcro

Place index finger on 
Stabilizer Arm during draw—

when ready squeeze the 
thumb trigger

Thumb trigger release is 
designed to provide the archer 
with a smooth, consistent shot



Releases

Jimi T
This comfortable three-finger handle and crisp trigger is a  
great hunting and target release. The Jimi T comes with three basic 
options—basic stainless steel trigger pin, the knurled trigger sleeve that 
slides over the pin, and the knurled thimble that can be adjusted for position.

AFL120T 
Target

AFL120H 
Hunter

Knurled Thimble
(Included)

Knurled Sleeve
(Included)

Adjustable trigger from 
heavy to light pull with 
no trigger travel

Over-center linkage 
system for super 

smooth release

SS Pin
(Included)
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Releases

FlatHead
The flathead features an inset hook that works great 
with a D-loop. The release is available in two wrist 
strap styles—buckle strap and nylon with hook and 
loop closure.

AFL117 B 
Buckle

AFL117 V 
Velcro

AFL117 BC 
Buckle

AFL117 VC 
Velcro

Forward trigger design 
to help gain back 

valuable draw length

Self-locking, over-center 
trigger design that provides 
a smooth, fully adjustable 
trigger pull



Releases

Fletch Hook
The Fletch Hook is available with a removable, knurled sleeve that slides over 
the trigger pin offering a different feel for the shooter. This loop-only release 
features a roller system for the ultimate in smooth performance. The release 
is available in two wrist strap styles—buckle strap and nylon with hook and 
loop closure.

AFL119 B 
Buckle

AFL119 V 
Velcro

Specifically designed hook to 
release the loop cleanly resulting in 
a consistent, smooth shot every time

The forward trigger helps maintain 
draw lengths when using a loop

Trigger is infinitely adjustable 
from heavy to hair trigger
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Releases

.44 Caliper
The .44 is a departure from other caliper releases in 
that it features our “interlocking jaw system.” The 
.44 Caliper is available in two wrist strap styles—
buckle strap and nylon with hook and loop closure.

Trigger pull adjustment 
ranges from heavy to 
hair trigger

Locking jaws give a 
precise release in both 
directions reducing any 

horizontal arrow play

Release features trigger and roller design 
for smooth feel when pulling the trigger

AFL117 B 
Buckle

AFL117 V 
Velcro

AFL117 BC 
Buckle

AFL117 VC 
Velcro



Releases

Fletchunter Shorty & Deluxe
The Fletchunter Shorty and Deluxe releases are a single jaw caliper 
release that opens with a flick of a finger and stays open until placed 
on the bowstring. These releases were designed primarily for hunting 
but double as a first-rate target release.

AFL108 
Wrist Strap

AFL108DV 
Deluxe Wrist 

Strap

AFL108DC 
Deluxe Wrist 

Strap

AFL108SV 
Wrist Strap

AFL108SC 
Deluxe Wrist 

Strap

Infinitely adjustable 
trigger pull from heavy to 
hair trigger

Super smooth, patent over-center 
trigger system
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Releases

Fletchunter Concho
The popular concho release is built with a rubber hose grip and a single 
jaw caliper release machined from aircraft quality aluminum. This 
release also features a smooth, over-center trigger system.

AFL107
Rubber Hose 

Grip

Release remains open until 
placed on bowstring

Infinitely adjustable 
trigger pull from heavy 

to hair trigger



Peeps

Tru·peep
The world’s favorite peep sight, the Fletcher Tru·Peep is an all-aluminum peep sight. The 
ingenious design allows for a perfectly round, shaded hole at full draw and eliminates the 
need for protruding hoods. String roll and angle are not a problem. Safety-tie groove keeps 
the peep in place. The Tru·Peep is available in eight sizes. No tools are needed for installation.

 1/32" 
Micro

1/8" 
Hunter

 3/64"
Small

3/16" 
Super Hunter

 1/16"
Large

7/32" 
Mega Hunter

3/32" 
Mini Hunter

1/4" 
Max Hunter



Peeps
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All sizes available in black. Super Hunter and Max Hunter are available in all five colors.

Description Size Color Item#  
Single

Item#  
Dozen Card

Item#  
Clam Pack

Tru·Peep Micro 1/32" Black AFL301132BK AFL301132BK12 AFL301C132BK

Tru·Peep Small 3/64" Black AFL301364BK AFL301364BK12 AFL301C364BK

Tru·Peep Large 1/16" Black AFL301116BK AFL301116BK12 AFL301C116BK

Tru·Peep Mini Hunter 3/32" Black AFL301332BK AFL301332BK12 AFL301C332BK

Tru·Peep Hunter 1/8" Black AFL30118BK AFL30118BK12 AFL301C18BK

Tru·Peep Super Hunter 3/16" Black AFL301316BK AFL301316BK12 AFL301C316BK

Tru·Peep Super Hunter 3/16" Blue AFL301316BL AFL301316BL12 AFL301C316BL

Tru·Peep Super Hunter 3/16" Green AFL301316GR AFL301316GR12 AFL301C316GR

Tru·Peep Super Hunter 3/16" Pink AFL301316PI AFL301316PI12 AFL301C316PI

Tru·Peep Super Hunter 3/16" Red AFL301316RE AFL301316RE12 AFL301C316RE

Tru·Peep Mega Hunter 7/32" Black AFL301732BK AFL301732BK12 AFL301C732BK

Tru·Peep Max Hunter 1/4" Black AFL301X14BK AFL301X14BK12 AFL301CX14BK

Tru·Peep Max Hunter 1/4" Blue AFL301X14BL AFL301X14BL12 AFL301CX14BL

Tru·Peep Max Hunter 1/4" Green AFL301X14GR AFL301X14GR12 AFL301CX14GR

Tru·Peep Max Hunter 1/4" Pink AFL301X14PI AFL301X14PI12 AFL301CX14PI

Tru·Peep Max Hunter 1/4" Red AFL301X14RE AFL301X14RE12 AFL301CX14RE



Accessories

Field Tool
The Fletcher Field Tool is a handy little set of tools 

consisting of a complete set of quality Allen type 
wrenches, an adjustable wrench (crescent type), 
blade and Phillips screwdrivers and a broadhead 

wrench machined in the back of the case. The case 
is machined from aluminum and comes in black or 
green anodize. This set offers almost every tool an 

archer could need in the field.

Wrist Straps
Fletcher offers four customizable 
wrist straps to complement your 
Fletcher release. Find the right 
fit and comfort level for you and 
choose between four options.

AFLBKS 
Buckle Wrist 

Strap

AFLDLVS 
Deluxe Velcro 

Wrist Strap

AFLDLVSJR 
Junior Deluxe 
Nylon Wrist 

Strap

AFLNWS 
Nylon Wrist 

Strap

AFLFT 
Field Tool

AFLFTENG 
Field Tool
Engraved



2200 Stringtown Road
Evansville IN 47711
800.694.9494

fletcherarchery.com
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